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OF BOOKS
SALE STARTS AT 8:00 A.M. MONDAY DECEMBER 9

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED TO SELL FROM $2.00 TO $18.50

- * • * Ifi 1 Si fSi 1

$1.00 Each
19. CHEMICAL ANTHROPOLOGY, by I. G. 
Macy and H. J. Kelly. Explores the interrela
tion of physical, biochemical and metabolicphysical, biochemical and metabolic 

in normal and abnormal developmentprocesses 
of children.
Pub. at $3.75................................................. ............... Sale $1

1. THE CIVIL WAR CHRISTMAS ALBUM,
ed. by Philip Van Doren Stem. What the holi
day season meant to the citizens, soldiers and 
leaders during the great conflict. Stories, letters, 
diaries, drawings and photographs of the period. 
A real collector’s item—a unique contribution 
to Civil War literature. Handsome, 7"xl0" 
volume. Pub. at $4.95______________________ Sale $1
2. John Dos Paseos’ MIDCENTURY. Big,
kaleidoscopic novel of our times and our tur
moil, of love, hate, and the corruption of power 
in America. Using history, fiction and factual 
biographies ranging from Gen. MacArthur to 
Jimmy Hoffa, Dos Passos has here created a 
masterwork to rank with his "U. S. A.” Pub. 
at $5.95_______________________________________ Sale $1
3. THE OBJECTIVE SOCIETY, by Everett 
Knight, stimulating critique of intellectuals 
who are unwilling to take sides in the battle 
for cultural growth and human survival. Ideas 
and values from Marx and Dostoievski to Eliot, 
Camus and Reisman are cited, pro and con, in 
this lively, Sartrian polemic.
Pub. at $2.75_______ ________________________ Sale $1
4. John O’Hara—OURSELVES TO KNOW. 
Searing story of the complex, tortured lives of 
a charming, intelligent man and the faithless 
wife he deliberately destroys—by America’s most 
accomplished novelist of passion.
Pub. at $4.95........................................ .......................  Sale $1
5. CHESS TACTICS FOR BEGINNERS, by
R. G. Wade, et al Ed. by Fred Reinfeld. Simple, 
fully-diagrammed guide to basic strategies of 
attack and counter-attack for winning play. 
Pub. at $2.50................................................................  Sale $1
6. Parkinson’s Third Law—IN-LAWS AND 
OUTLAWS. Prof. C. Northcote Parkinson’s 
newest excursion into the never-never land of 
Everycorp—a merry poping of pricked balloons 
amid shrewd analyses of the follies of business 
and the methods of opportunism. Illus. by 
Robert C. Osborn.
Pub. at $4.00...................................... .......................... Sale $1

20. MEMORIES INTERIEURS,
Mauriac, trans. by Gerald Hopkins. The stimu
lating and moving reflections of a fiercely 
committed man of genius on various aspects of 
past and present intellectual and artistic life. 
Brilliant studies of 
Balzac, Pascal, Bau 
the extent of Mauriac’s interest. and 
and his profound and inmovable faith.
Pub. at $4.75. ..................... . . ..................... Sale $1
21. RAYMOND CHANDLER SPEAKING, ed.
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Photos.
pub. at $4.00................................................................ Sale $1
22. AFRICAN HAYRIDE, by Margaret G. 
Ryan. Hilarious, hair-raising adventures on a 
12-country safari—through ancient kingdoms 
and Mau Mau strongholds.
Pub. at $3.50------------- ----------------------------------- Sale $1
23. THE DE GAULLE NOBODY KNOWS, by 
Alden Hatch. Intimate, fascinating biography of

vith hitheilarles de Gaulle, filled with hitherto unknown 
details of his childhood, schooling, militaryjtails of his childhood, schooling, military 

ireer, years of obscurity, amazing comeback 
iring the Algerian crisis. Essential reading 

private life of Europe’s newest “man of

care 
during
on the private life of Europe’s newest “man 
destiny.” 40 photographs.
Pub. at $5.00. _________ —----------- ---  Sale $1
24. Billy Graham to Reinhold Niebuhr—LAND 
IN SEARCH OF GOD, by S. J. Rowland, Jr.
Fresh, penetrating analysis of America’s cur
rent religious revival—roots, manifestations, 
meaning in all the major faiths.meaning 
Pub. at $3.95. Sale $1
25. THE CONQUEST OF PAIN, by Ronald 
Woolmer, M.D. A concise account of the new 
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thinkable

se act 
develop-:ic techniques 
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about ;^he “crime of the century”. All the dra
ma, tragedy, detection and intrigue are revealed 
in full for the first time. 697 pages, photos. 
Pub. at $6.95________________________________ Sale $1
8. DON’T JUST STAND THERE!, by Inez
Robb. A wise and witty woman’s observations 
on the American scene and what’s right, wrong, 
and downright funny about it—from our morals 
and manners to our places, people and politics. 
Pub. at $4.96. _____________________________  Sale $1
9. Jack Kerouac: LONESOME TRAVELER.
Illus. by Larry Rivers. The weird, wonderful, 
wild adventures of "an independent educated 
penniless rake going anywhere.” America, 
Europe, Mexico and Morocco are a few of the 
scenes richly described in the prose-poetry of the 
prophet of the “Beat Generation.”
Pub. at $4.50____________ ...................................... Sale $1
10. Osbert Lancaster’s SIGNS OF THE TOMES. 
The most entertaining and significant work of 
England’s leading socio-political cartoonist. 
This collection covers the years 1939-1961 and 
shows the full range of his devastating wit 
and wonderfully satirical pen.
Pub. at $5.00................................................................  Sale $1
11. GARIBALDI—The Man and the Legend.
Fine biography of swashbuckling hero of the 
Italian Risorgimento—relationships with Cavour 
and Mazzini, violent archetype of modern dicta
tors, easy mark for designing women.
Pub. at $4.00.............................................................. .. Sale $1
12. THE BREAKFAST WAR, by Rupert 
Furneaux. Spellbinding account of the 143-day 
Siege of Plevna in 1877—and of the incredible 
war correspondents who reported the Russo- 
Turkish War to the breakfast tables of the 
world. Illus.
Pub. at $4.50. ____________________ ____ _____ Sale $1
14. “GEORGE” EMLYN WILLIAMS — An 
Early Autobiography. One of the frankest, fun
niest, most fascinating self-portraits ever re
vealed. Here the celebrated actor-playwright-di
rector fills in the background half-sketched in 
his famous play “The Corn is Green,” taking 
us from Wales to his frantic student days at 
Oxford and to his first professional appearance 
on the London stage.
Pub. a t$5.95................................................................  Sale $1

15. Carsons McCullers’ REFLECTION IN A 
GOLDEN EYE. One of the most acclaimed 
novels of our time, a tale of love and murder 
in a Southern army post that rivals, for sheer 
sinister power, Henry James’s “Turn of the 
Screw.”
Pub. at $3.00. ---------------------------------------------  Sale $1

16. FIRSTHAND REPORT: The Story of the
Eisenhower Administration, by Sherman Adams. 
The inside story of the Men, the decisions and 
the crises behind the most tension-packed peace
time years in modern history—by Eisenhower’s 
closest confident.
Pub. at $5.95. --------------------------------------------- Sale $1

17. John Hersey’s THE WAR LOVER. Extra
ordinary novel of an American World War II 
pilot with a secret passion for destruction, and 
the lovers whose destinies strangely intertwine 
with his. Unmasks the horrors of war and 
false heroism with all epic power of “The 
Wall” and “Hiroshima.”
Pub. at $5.00. _____________________________  Sale $1

18. S. N. Behrman’s PORTRAIT OF MAX. A 
brilliant biography of Max Beerbohm, the great 
drama critic and wit, intimate of the leading 
literary figures of late 19th century England. 
Illustrated with Sir Max’s intimitable carica
tures.
Orig. $6.00________ _________________________  Sale $1
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27. HEADLINES ALL MY LIFE, by Arthur 
Christiansen. The exciting—and instructive- 
autobiography of a great newspaperman whoautobiography of a great newspaperma 
as editor of Lord Beaverbrook’s famed London 
Daily Express, raised it

or of Lord Beaverbrook s tamed London 
Express, raised its curculation to a daily 
dillion and caused a revolution in jour-four 

nalism.
Pub. at $4.95---------------------------------- ---------- -- Sale $1
28. INDIA WINS FREEDOM, by MaulaIans

top-

eader 
A political 

zad
ensation when published in India, 

many “inside” facets of policy 
h the British and with

Azad reveals many 
and negotations with the Br 
Jinnah—and places substantial blame on his 
close personal friend Nehru for the disaster of 
India’s partition.
Pub. at $6.00. —.......................................... ........... Sale $1
29. A CHANGE OF CLIMATE, by Jay Wil
liams. Delightful account of an American 
family’s trip to the island paradise of Majorca— 
their unconventional route, zany misadventures. 
Pub. at $3.50................................................................ Sale $1
30. THE PROFESSOR AND THE PRIME

scient
lany inside stories of top-echelon politics and 

personalities, Lindemann’s historic role in the 
development of radar and atomic energy, C. P. 
Snow’s famous attack on him, etc. Illus.
Pub. at $5.95. _____________________________  Sale $1
31. Anya Seton’s DEVIL WATER. Thrilling 
best-seller about two great families—the Rad- 
cliffs and the Byrds of 18th century England 
and Virginia—and one of the most famous “lost 
causes” of history, the last Jacobite rebillions. 
Superb fiction, accurate history combined in a 
richly-colorful, dramatic story of courage, in
trigue, loyalty and love ranging from the 
Scottish border to the Piedmont backwoods.
Pub. at $5.95................................................................ Sale $1
32. SOVIET SPACE TECHNOLOGY, by Alfred 
J. Zaehringer. Intro, by Wernher von Braun. 
An authoritative survey of Russian “hardware” 
and its achievements, from Ziolkovsky’s first 
rocket experiments in 1896 to the Sputniks and 
Luniks of today. Illus.
Pub. at $3.95---------- -------------------------------------- Sale $1
33. HOLLYWOOD IN TRANSITION, by Rich-

~ MacC------ A ----------- -A~J- —J
sona

lependent productio 
on the movie capital.
Pub. at $3.75. --------- ------------------------------------ Sale $1
34. THE REVOLT OF THE CONSERVA
TIVES, by George Wolfskill. A lively history 
of the American Liberty League and its six 
stormy years of opposition to F. D. R. and the 
New Deal. Origins, aims, leaders, accomplish
ments and ultimate failure, 1934-1940.
Pub. at $5.00. --------------------------------------------- Sale $1
35. The Bomb—THE IRREVERSIBLE DE
CISION: 1939-1950, by Robert C. Batchelder.
An analysis of the events which shaped the 
decision to make, test and use the atom bomb— 
and the political, social and ethical crisis that 
has arisen ever since.
Pub. at $5.00. ------ —------- ------------------- -— Sale $1
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$1.49 Each
36. DISCOVERY—Great Moments in the Lives
of Outstanding Naturalists. Roger Tory Peter- 

on, Olin Sewall Pettingill, John Kieran, Alex- 
nder sprunt and 32 others recreate their most 

periences i 
’s (

exciting 
ind nati

quest of rare specimens 
ctacles the world over.

, v,... .pu.ifv/........................................ ............... Sale $1.49
37. MADAME BOVARY. Gustave Flaubert’s
great novel, in the definitive translation by 
Francis Steegmuller. The poignant story of 
Emma Bovary—a provincial wife unable to bear 
the discrepancy between her romantic dreams 
and the banality of her “bourgeois” marriage. 
Attacked as immoral when first published, it 
probes the minds and emotions of its characters 
with stinging realism and psychological truth. 
Pub. at $6.00................. .........................................  Sale $1.49
38. MOSTLY MURDER—Sir Sydney Smith’s

--------- 1— i— —t.y Gardner.
grid’s fore-

ity on forensic medicine recalls 
scores of famous crimes—the brutal, the maca
bre, the ingenious—and reveals how the brilliant 
master of medical detection analyzed the clues 
and helped solve their mysteries. Illus. “Makes 
Sherlock Holmes’s exploits seem pale by com
parison”—Newsweek. “Endlessly fascinating”—

and nature’s great spect 
Pub. at $6.50.
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Pub. at $4.95..............:............ ......... .......... .......... Sale $1.49
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Pub. at $5.00........................... .....................  - Sale $1.49
41. THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG, by
Frank Aretas —1— ------
set down w
describes, by a Union officer who was i 
exact storm center of Pickett’s charge, the most 
famous military assault in American hist 
“Genuine classic . . . offers an under: 
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and an emotional 
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Catton’s introducticjction.
Pub. at $4.00........................................................... Sale $1.49
42. CHAPTERS IN WESTERN CIVILIZA-

tory of Western Europe from the French Revo
lution to the present, with contributions by 
Groce, G. H. Mead, Maslver, Hofstadter and 
20 more leading scholars. Over 600 pages.

lale $1.49
20 more leading 
Pub. at $4.50.

$1.98 Each
13. EDWIN FORREST: First Star of the

1826box oil ice
theatre history and Americana. 30 plated.
Pub. at $6.96. -....................................................  Sale $1.98
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Steichen. Over 200 pages of photos. 
’. Pub. at $10.00 . ... Sale $1.98

of amorous dalliances and ceremonial duels. 
Miss Skinner’s superbly-entertaining style be
lies the aunthenticity of her research. Many 
period photographs. Pub. at $5.00 __ Sale $1.98
49. WILLIAM BOLLAERT’S TEXAS: 1842-1844,
ed. by W. E. Hollan & R. L. Butler. Here is 
lusty, brawling Texas during those exciting 
years preceding its annexation, seen through the 
witty, perceptive eyes of an English adventurer 
who lovingly observed firsthand its wild fron
tier, untamed towns and populace. Illus. Pub. 
at $5.00 _______________________________  Sale $1.98
50. IN THE DAYS OF McKINLEY, by Margaret
Leech. Immensely absorbing, dramatic biography 
of our 25th President, set against the back
ground of the Spanish-American War, William 
Jennings Bryan, Mark Hanna, re-election and 
assassination. 686 pages, 32 pages of photo
graphs. Pub. at $7.50 _________________ Sale $1.98
51. THE SPIRIT OF MAN—An Anthology, ed.
by Whit Burnett. William James, Albert Schweit
zer, D. H. Lawrence, Helen Keller, Somerset 
Maugham and others set forth their intense 
and personal convictions on the meaning of life. 
416 pages. Pub. at $5.00 ______________  Sale $1.98
52. PLOUGH AND PASTURE—The Early His
tory of Farming, by Cecil E. Curwen and Gudmud 
Hatt. The fascinating story of when, where and 
how prehistoric man practiced agriculture and 
stock breeding, the tools he used, the skills he 
acquired, the kinds of plants and animals he 
domesticated all over the world. Pub. at $5.00. 
.................................................................................... . Sale $1.98
53. The Civil War—ROAD TO MANASSAS, by
H. H. Beatit, Jr. Absorbing narative of the start- 
egy, tactics, leading personalities of the Union 
forces, from the fall of Fort Sumter to the 
end of the Battle of Bull Run. Illus. Pub. at 
$3.95 ____________________________________  Sale $1.98
54. Edwin Way Teale—ADVENTURES IN NA
TURE. From the woods of Maine to the Cali
fornia coast, and from dunes of Indiana to the 
concrete canyons of Times Square—with the 
dean of American nature writers. Illus. Pub. 
at $4.00 ............................ ... ............ .............. Sale $1.98
55. THOMAS WOLFE, by Elizabeth Nowell. This 
definitive biography by an intimate friend 
probes deeply into hitherto unknown facts and 
throws new light on the tortured conflicts that 
produced America’s most turbulent and in
tensely personal writer. Pub at $5.95 Sale $1.98
56. THE GOLDEN THRONG: A Book About 
Bees, by Edwin Way Teale. Thousands of fasci
nating facts about bees and their ways—the hive, 
honey flow, the birth of the queen, enemies, 
mating flight, the tour of the swarm, lore and 
legend, experiments—told in a captivating per
sonal narrative by the author as he sets up 
a hive in his backyard and tends it through a
year. Beautifully illustrated. Pub. at $5.00 -----
............................................................... .................... Sale $1.98
57. ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY with 
French - English cross - reference. Over 20,000 
definitions ; pronouncing guides, verbs, grammar, 
proper names, more. Special import from France.

58. Brantome’s LIVES OF FAIR AND GAL
LANT LADIES. The fascinating, intimate, im
pudent and bawdy chronicle of the love-life of the 
courts of 16th century France from Francois 
I to Henry II by a worthy contemporary of 
Rortsard and Rabelias. 563 pp. Illus. Pub at 
$3.95........................................................................... Sale $1.98
59. SPORT, U.S.A.—The Best From The Satur
day Evening Post, ed. by Harry T. Paxton. 62 of 
the finest articles, short stories, and essays by 
leading sports reporters, top stars, and cele
brated authors tracing the exciting panorama 
of sports since the turn of the centry. Selec
tions by Grantland Rice, Damond Runyon, Ring 
Lardner, Jack London, Gene Tunney, James 
Thurber ranging from colorful yarns about the 
Golden 20’s to sordid accounts of the Black Sox 
and basketball scandals. Over 60 illustrations. 
8”xl0”. Pub. at $7.50................... ............... Sale $1.98
60. WINSTON CHURCHILL AND THE SEC-

44. the New fro: 
CIRCLE, ed. by Le: 
Brinkley. The natio
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ester Tanzer. Intro, by David 

•inkley. The nation’s top Washington corres- 
■ndents contribute revealing profiles-in-depth 

his
pendents contribute revealing prof Ues-in-dept 
of President Kennedy, his key advisors and cabi
net members. Pub. at $4.95 _________  Sale $1.98
45. AMERICAN MURDER BALLADS and their
stories, by Olive Woolley Burt. The true bloody 

Lizzy Bordon, Joe Hill, 
more. A definitive collec- 

lon of words, music and tales of tribulation. 
Pub. at $5.60 - ...........  ..................................  Sale $1.98

sagas of Jesse James,
and dozens more, 
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46. John Gunther INSIDE RUSSIA TODAY. 
Here is Khruschev’s Russia brilliantly and com- 

•ehensively explored. 550 pages crammed with 
n interest stories 

Party

France through the Cassablanca 
1943—and how Russia emerged as the only 
real victor in World War II, “Brilliantly writ
ten . . . penetrating.”—Brig. Gen’l S.L. A.
Marshall, USAR. Pub. at $6.00 ____  Sale $1.98
61. VANITY FAIR, by William Makepeace Thack
eray. The beautiful Random House edition, il
lustrated in color by Robert Ball. With ‘Tom 
Jones’ and ‘David Copperfield,’ this is one of 
the three greatest English novels. 543 pages, 
intor. by John Marquand. Orig. $5.95 Sale $1.98

prer
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and the army: industry, science and education; 
the arts, sex and sports, the Soviet empire, etc., 
etc. Pub. at $6.50 ----------------------------- Sale $1.98

the liveliest journalist of the 1880’s. Priceless, 
joyous Americana. Pub. at $5.75............. Sale $1.98

47. THE KEY TO HANDWRITING ANALYSIS,
by Irene Marcuse, Ph.D. America’s leading 
graphologist reveals why our basic personali
ties cannot be disguised, how to analyze our 
own handwriting, and the use of graphology 
in marriage counseling, psychology, vocational 
guidance, etc. 176 illustrations. Pub. ae $3.95. 
-------------------------------------------- ----------------------- Sale $1.98
48. Cornelia Otis Skinner’s ELEGANT WITS 
AND GRAND HORIZONTAI

63. THE AMERICAN STORY—From Columbus 
to the Atom, ed. by E. S. Miers. Intro, by Allan 
Nevins, 60 penetrating,, anecdotal chapters-- 
Bruce Catton on Grant and Lee, Dumas Malone 

Thomas Jefferson, Quincy Howe on theon Thomas Jefferson, Quincy 
Jazz Age. etc., etc. Pub. at $5.00 ____  Sale $1.98
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64. 
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essays the author has published in the Fartist 
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from the Human Race,” and 23 other lively
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65. SINCLAIR LEWIS: An American Life, by 
Mark Schorer. Monumental study of the creator 
of "Babbitt,” the first American novelist to win 
the Nobel Prize. Recreates in meticulous detail 
his spectacular successes, the Mencken-Nathan 
circle, his marriages, alcoholism, and tragic de
cline. 867 pp. illus. Pub. at $10.00 —. Sale $2.98

66. LEE’S MAVERICK GENERAL: DanielHar
vey Hill, by Hall Bridges. The first, full-length 
portrait of one of the most brilliant, fiery, and 
least understood of the Confederate comman
ders based on his recently discovered papers, 
Presents fresh and challenging evidence on 
many aspects < f the war that have purzled 
historians and Civil War buffs for years. Pub, 
at $7.50_________________________________  Sale $2.98

67. The “Old” Old West—HIGH COUNTRY EM
PIRE, by Robert G. Athearn. America’s high 
plains and mountain country, from the days of 
the first explorers to today’s uranium hunters. 
"Written with authority and sparkle ... the 
best one-volume work of its kind that I know.” 
—A. B. Guthrie. Pub. at $6.95.............— SSle $2.98

68. FOLK SONGS OF ENGLAND, IRELAND,
Scotland, and Wales, ed. by Wm. Cole and newly 
arr. for piano and guitar by Norman Monath. 
Over 100 of the best from the British Isles, 
chosen specifically for the beauty of their 
words and music: Greensleeves, The Three
Ravens, Gently, Johnny, My Jingalo, many 
others ranging from lullabies to songs of love 
and rebellion. 8i4”xll”, illustrated in color 
throughout. Pub. at $7.50.............. ............ Sale $2.98

69. AMERICAN REPORTERS ON THE WEST-
ERN FRONT, 1914-1918. By Emmet Crozier. 
World War I seen through the eyes of Pegler, 
Gibbons, Broun, et al. Resourcefulness, humor 
and heroism, the dangers of combat, major 
events and personalities of the period. Pub at 
$6.50 ____ _________________________ _ Sale $2.98

70. THE MILITARY LEGACY OF THE CIVIL 
WAR, by Jay Luvaas. Fascinating account of 
what European military observers of the Civil 
War saw, experienced and learned, and its in
fluence on subsequent warfare and European 
military theory. Illus. Pub. at $5.95. Sale $2,98

71. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS
ed. l y Vergilius Ferm. Informative and stimu
lating summaries of all the major philosophies 
and schools of thought, classic and modern, by 
41 eminent authorities. 662 pp. Pub. at $6.01) 
____________ ______________________________  Sale $2.98

$3.98 to $9.95 Ea.
72. THE PLAINSMEN OF THE YELLOW
STONE: A History of the Yellowstone Basin, by
Mark H. Brown. A magnificent, meticulous^ 
researched chronicle of the century-and-a-half 
struggle between the white man and the Indian 
to control the Yellowstone basin. Provides a 
fresh appraisal of the trouble with the Teton 
Sioux from the first distant rumblings to the 
end of “Sitting Bull’s War.” Illus. Maps. Pub. 
at $7.50............................................................ ....... : Sale $3.98

73. EXPRESSIONISM IN ART—With 210 Illus
trations. By Sheldon Cheney. Revised edition of 
the famous art critic’s important clarification 
of Experssionism: what it is, how it developed, 
its affinity to our time, etc., tracing and illus
trating its rich, varied course in the works of 
Cezanne, Van Gogh, Lautrec, Ensor, Munch, 
Georgia O’Keefe, Marin, Zorach, Frank Lloyd
Wright, and dozens more. Published at $5.00.
_________________________________________  Sale $3.98

74. COMPLETE WORKS OF WM. SHAKES
PEARE, ed. by A. H. Bullin, noted Elizabethan 
scholar. The famous Shakespeare Head Press 
Edition of the Bard’s complete works—37 im
mortal plays, the Sonnets, Venus and Adonis 
and all other poetry. Features the First Folio's 
“Life of Shakespeare”, plus a modern glossary. 
1,280 pp________ ____________________  Special $4.95

75. GUNS OF THE OLD WEST, by Charles E.
Chapel. A huge, magnificently illustrated ency
clopedia of fact and legend. Over 500 different 
guns illustrated in photos and scale drawings, 
plus scores of rare prints of life in the West. 
A “must” for all collectors of guns or Ameri
cana. Pub at $12.50..............j__________  Sale $4.98

76. IMPRESSIONIST PAINTERS, by Maurice 
Serullaz. Brilliant analysis of the era and its 
great flowering in Monet, Renoir, Manet, Degas, 
Cezanne, Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, Gauguin 
and the other masters of light and color. 59 
magnificient tipped-in color reproductions; bio-

phical notes. Superbly printed in France by 
ions Pierre Tisne. Pub. at $10.00. Sale $5.95

77__ HISTORY OF PAINTING IN 1,000 COLOR
REPRODUCTIONS, ed. by Robert Maillard, with 
text by 12 leading art scholars. One of the most 
beautiful and useful art references ever pub
lished, featuring 1000 illustrations of the most 
significant paintings in the history of Western 
art—all reproduced in magnificent full color I 
Every period, every important painter and work, 
from the caves of Lascaux to today’s modems. 
Pub. at $10.00______ ___________________Sale $7.95

78. GEORGE CATUIN & THE OLD FRONTIER, 
by Harold McCracken. The foremost authority 
on the artists of the Old West presents a 
glorious picture gallery and biography of the 
great painter of the American Indian. 36 thril
ling paintings, reproduced in the full colors 
of the originals. 131 in black and white. 9”xl2”. 
Pub. at $18.50__________________________ Sale $9.95
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